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Ab«tract:

A 12 kJ DFF device with a periodic tine of I2lisec,
UHDFFI ha» been optimized geometrically to produce a
higher neutron yield of l.ix 10' at 10 torr filling
pressure than from the lame device before optimization.
With the same optimization procedure a faster DPF
device with a periodic time of 3.7usec, UMDPF2, of the
•s»e energy has also been optimized to give a peak
neutron yield of 6.3 x 109 at 16 torr filling pressure.
Experimental evidence shows that over and above the
increase in neutron production due to an increase in
current according to the l3»3 icaling law, a faster
current rite time may have an additional effect of
enhancement in neutron production.

The outcome o£ this project is that a new high
pressure regime of 16 torr with an enhanced neutron
yield of 6.3 x H)9 and improved yield reproducibility
for an input energy of 12 kJ has thus been established.

Theie is every reason to believe that this
optimization procedure can be extended to other
DPF devices.

I Introduction

Considerable effort has been made to enhance the neutron
yield in middle-energy DFF devices in the attempt to develop a
reproducible and reliable pulsed neutron source {I}. In this
paper, the results obtained in optimizing two middle energy DFF
devices, UMDPF1 (Dniversiti Malaya Dense Plasma Focus I) with a
periodic time of 12 usec and UMDPF2 (Universiti Malaya Sense Plasm
iacus 2) with a periodic time of 3.7 usec are presented. The
geometrical influence and the effect of the current rise time on
neutron production are also discussed.

The DPF devices used in this project are of Mather-type.
A DFF device is a coaxial plasma accelerator but with a truncated
inner electrode as shown schematically in figure 1. In this
optimization project, the outer electrode consists of evenly
spaced rods.

II Experimental Procedure

In this optimization program, the effect of the seven
operational parameters of DPF devices on neutron yield has been
investigated in detail. These seven paraaeters are inner
electrode diameter, inner electrode length, outer electrode
diameter, outer electrode length, insulator length, breakdown
gap and filling pressure.

The neutron flux is Matured with an indium activation
counter and a silver activation counter. All data on neutron
yield presented in this paper are the average of «ore than 20
shots each. After every experiment, the neutron detectors are
calibrated ir. situ with a neutron source of known strength.
In calculating the calibration factor, the abundance of excited
atoms, the half time of the decay schemes as well as the .lead
tiae correction were taken into account. The accuracy of the
calibration factor is estimated to be batter than SZ.

The hard x-ray and neutron pulses are measured by a
NE 102A scintillator-photoaultiplier detecting sy*te». The
cutrent is measured by a Rogowski coil operated as a current
transformer.

In the procedure, we first 'Optimize the inner electrode
length for a fixed inner electrode diameter with variation of
the filling pressure. This, in effect, is to shift the
focussing action so that the focussing action occurs at the
time of the peak current in order to have maximum efficiency
in utilizing the stored capacitor energy {2,3}.

The optimum inner electrode length is achieved when the
neutron yield versus pressure curve is symmetrical and the
neutron yield is reproducibly the maximum. Then the outer
electrode diameter, outer electrode length, insulator length
and breakdown gap are optimized with variation of filling
pressure, one by one sequentially until the peak neutron
yield is the maximum. After that the inner electrode diameter
is varied and the above optimization procedure is repeated
until the inner electrode diameter has »l»o been optimized.
This is indicated by the maximum neutron yield and the
symmetry of the neutron yield vercuo pressure curve. The
optimization procedure is summarised in figure Z.

III Optimization of the 0MDPF1 and results

The geometrical parameters and the characteristic of
UMDPFI at various stages of optimization are shown in table I.
It was found that the filling pressure, the inner electrode
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length, the inner electrode diameter and the outer electrode
dimeter are the strong, parameters. They have great influence
on the neutron production and have to be optimized properly for
high reproducibility and maximum neutron yield. The other
parameter like the outer electrode length, the insulator length
and the breakdown gaps are weak parameters because their effect
on neutron production is less significant than that due to the
strong parameters.

The optimization results are summarised in figure 3 and
figure 4. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the neutron yield on
the inner electrode length. At the optimum inner electrode
length of \6 en, the curve is synsaetxical and the peak, neutror.
yield is the highest. 'Figure 3 also shows that with a reduction
in the inner electrode diameter at the optimized inner electrode
length, the neutron yield remains unchanged but the optimum
filling pressure is shifted from 2.0 torr to )0.0 torr. The
influence of the outer electrode diameter on the neutron
production is also shown. At the optimum outer electrode
diameter of 85 mm, the peak neutron yield is 1.5 x 10^ with no
shift in the optimum operating pressure. For an optimized
device, the neutron yield variation for more than 10 shots on
the same filling is less than 10Z. With a single gas filling
neutron production has been obtained for more than 30 shots
consistently. These results are similar Co those already
reported earlier {1,4}.

IV Geometrical influence on neutron production

It has been reported that at all operating conditions
the product of the filling pressure and the optimum inner
electrode length is a fixed constant for a particular DPF device
and they can compensate each other in optimization {3,5}. Our
optimization results show that this constant product rule needs
to be qualified once the inner electrode diameter is varied,
which involves a variation in the axial acceleration force of
the current sheath die to the 1 /r dependence of the magnetic
field. Experimental evidence shows that the effect of the
variation of the inner electrode diameter on the time of
focussing action is not capable of being compensated by the
variation of the filling pressure alone. Hence the inner
electrode length as well as the filling pressure need to be
adjusted for maximun neutron production. This leads to a new
constant for the same device. The optimum product of the filling
pressure and the inner electrode length changes from 36 torr-cra
for inner electrode diameter of 50 ran to 160 torr-cm for that of
25 mn.

Experimental results indicate that there exists an optimum
inner electrode dimeter and an optimum ratio of the outer and
inner electrode in order to have an optimum operating condition

at which the neutron yield is resproducibly the maximum. On
reviewing the total body of experimental re*ult> including
framing photographs and magnetic probe measurements it appear*
that the existence of an optimum inner electrode diameter is
related to the dependence of the azimuthal «elf magnetic field
to the inner electrode diameter. Thus when the inner electrode
is too large, the magnetic field is too null for effective
driving. On the other hand with decreasing inner electrode
diameter the time for the radial compression stage has also been
reduced correspondingly. The dynamics of this stage has been
found to be significant for the formation of the final focus
and Hence the total neutron yield {6,7,8}.

Similarly, it appears that the existence of an optimum
ratio of the outer to the inner electrode diameters also depends
on two conflicting conditions. The smaller the ratio the larger
the pinch current tends to be from the impedance point of view.
This factor encourages a higher neutron yield. However,
experimental observation of radial restrike* indicate that for a
given inner electrode diameter and a fixed capacitor voltage, it
is necessary to have a minimum interelectrode gap to minimize the
occurance of radial restrikes which invariably leads to current
shedding {9,10,11,12}, resulting in a lower pinch current. Thu»
the optimum ratio of the two diameters is that ratio which gives
the largest drive current without incurring significant radial
restrikes.

An optimum ratio of 3.4 was observed in these experiment
on UMBPFI as opposed to a factor of 2 as suggested by Mather {2}.

V. Effect of the current rise time on neutron yield

The UHDPF2, formerly the DPF1 {13} in Jîilich, Federal
Republic of Germany, is one of the fastest DPF devices available
in middle energy range. The operating parameters of this device
have also been optimized using the experimental procedure
discussed in Section III. The seven optimized parameters and
the characteristic of UMDPF2 at 27 fcV and 33 kV after
optimization are shown in table 2.

Experimental result shows that when the charging voltage
increases Erom 27 kV to 33 kV, the peak neutron yield increases
from 3.5 x 10? to 6.3 x 10» with a shift of the optimum filling
pressure from 13.5 torr to 16 torr as shown as figure 4. The
increase in neutron yield obeys the I3-3 scaling law. However
the neutron yield of 6.3 x 10' for UMDPF2 is more than 4 times
that from UHDPFI at the same input energy of 12 kJ.

Comparing the neutron yield obtained from UNDPFI at 20 kV
and that from UHDPF2 at 27 kV, the neutron yield of 3.5 x 109 at
620 kA from the UMDPF2 is too high for the I3-3 scaling law in
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order Co be in agreement with that of 1.3 x 109 at 520 kA from
the UMDPFI. If the I3"3 scaling law is employed, a neutron
yield of 2.7 x 10' instead of 3.5 x 109 is expected. This
reproducible 30% increase in the' neutron yield is most probably
due ta the effect of the faster current rise time of 0.9 Msec for
the UMDPF2, compared with that of 3 usec for the UMDPFI. This
enhancement effect could b» related to an increased ratio of
focus curreni: to totaï tube current.

VI Concl sion

This project shows that the total neutron yield can be
increased by optimizing the geometrical dimensions of the DPF
devices. The inner electrode length, inner electrode diameter,
outer electrode diameter and filling pressure are the strong

. parameters that bave greater influence on the neutron production
and need to be optimized with great care for high reproducibility
and maximum neutron yield. The other parameters such as outer
electrode length, insulator length -,nd breakdown gap are weak
parameters, whose influence on neutron yield is insignificant as
long as they are within reasonable limits.

The outcome from this project is that the operating
pressure has been extended from 2 torr with a neutron yield of
1.0 x I09 to 16 torr with a higher yield of 6.3 :: 109 operating
with the same amount of input energy, 12 kj. A new high pressure
regime of focus operation with enhanced neutron yie'*d and
improved yield reproducibility has thus been established.
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Table 1

Parameters of UMDPF1 at various stage
of optimization.

Parameters of UMDPF1

D. 50 mm

1. 18 cm

1. _ 18 cm"o.e.

"o.e.

xeff

115 mm

40 mm

14 cm

25 mm

16 cm

16 cm

85 mm

43 mm

11.7 cm

Characteristic of UMDPF1
at 20 kV

C

T

E

I

P

Y

60 PÏ1

12.4 usec

12 kJ

550 kA

2.0 torr

1.0 x 10 9

60 UF

13 usec

12 kJ

520 kA

10 torr

1.5 x 10 9

11 mm

13 cm

13 cm

65 mm

43 mm

8.7 cm

30 UF

14 vist"-

12 kJ

450 kA

13.5 torr

8 x 108

Table 2

Parameters of UMDPF2 after
optimization.

Parameters of UHDPF2

Di.e.

Xeff

8.5 cm

15 cm

25 mm

65 nun

2.8 cm

5.7 cm

3 mm

Characteristic of UMDPF2
at 27 kV and 33 kV

V
c
£

T

I

P

Y

27 kV

22 UF

8 kJ

3.7 usec

620 kA

13.5 torr .

3.5 x 109

33 kV

22 UF

12 kJ

3.7 usec

760 kA

16 torr

6.3 x 10 9
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